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“We Research and develop tools 
for a better quality of life”
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The Group 1978-2018, 40 years of activity in which, 
ITOP S.p.A. O�icine Ortopediche with 
professional, passion and
dedication for its patients, continues the 
Mission of researching and developing 
tools for a better quality of life.

.

In 2013 ITOP Sicilia was founded, an Ortho-
pedic Company operating in the region of 
Sicily. 
That same year we started a collaboration 
with ISICO (Spine Italian Scientific Institute) 
for the design and construction of braces, 
specifically for the support and treatment 
of pathologies of the spine.

The constant commitment and the contin-
ued investment in the research and training 
have made ITOP a center of excellence on 
the national and international market of 
orthopedics and a point of reference for 
Physicians and Patients.

We design, manufacture and apply custom-
ized orthopedic devices, highly personal-
ized mobility aids for more than 20,000 
customers a year, under convention with 
The National Health System.

Every day 156 qualified experts combine 
their skills with responsibility, sharing as a 
sole objective the attainment of the "high-
est quality".

From our Headquarters we coordinate the 
activity of Certified Prosthetist and 
Orthotist, who assist patients in taking 
measurements, fitting and applying the 
devices to 15 locations, including 3 produc-
tion sites and 12 outlets, who are also 
dedicated to the sale of healthcare articles.

Each Store is connected to the company's 
main network for coordination of the basis 
of the convention with the National Health 
System.
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The Headquarters
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ITOP S.p.A. has its headquarters in a 
structure of more than 7,500 sqm, 
located in the industrial area of the
town of Palestrina (Rome).

The structure is spread over 4 levels.
Ground Floor: Reception

In the large hall there is a comfortable 
area dedicated to the reception of 
patients.

From here there are 14 halls for     
measurements, fitting and applying of 
orthopedic devices.



A - ORTHOPEDICS UNIT RECEPTION 
B - MAIN ENTRANCE
C - KIDS AREA
D - PROSTHESIS TEST ROOM
E - BRACES TEST ROOM
F - SHOES TEST ROOM
G - ORTHOTIC TEST ROOM
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The Orthopedic Workshop
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The Workshop, is an open-space environ-
ment of 600 sqm, divided into 4 depart-
ments, where we design and manufacture 
customized orthopedic devices: prosthesis 
with advanced systems, orthoses for 
neurological pathologies, braces for 
scoliosis, custom-made footwear, foot 
orthotics, pediatric orthoses, postural 
systems, etc.

4 Biomedical Engineers, 24 orthopedic 
technicians, 33 technical sta�, create and 
finish with wisdom and care for details, 
e�icient and functional devices through 
high quality standards and production 
SYSTEMS in accordance with EC regulations 
and UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 certificates.

Directly overlooking the workshop, there is 
a large area dedicated to Technical 
Management and production control.

The high-tech tools and materials used, the 
continuous training of technical sta� and 
the regular monitoring of the quality level of 
the service o�ered, represent a source of 
pride as well as a concrete guarantee for our 
clients.

A - TECHNICAL COORDINATION
B - ORTHOPEDIC WORKSHOP
C - COMPOSITE MATERIAL MACHINING AREA
D - DEPARTMENT OF FABRICS AND LEATHERS
E - MACHINING AREA GESSI
F - MACHINE AREA
G - CAD-CAM
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The Mobility 
Aids

There are 1 Biomedical Engineer, 7 ortho-
pedic technicians, technical and mechani-
cal specialists for the guarantee of 
functionality in all the activities carried out, 
including that of Technical Assistance.

On the same floor there is a department 
store and an e�icient organization for 
the logistics of products and daily distri-
bution both at home and in stores.

Floor -1: Unit for mobility and 
assistive aids.

An Exhibition Hall of more than 700 
sqm: The best of the domestic and 
international market in the field of 
mobility aids (classic and innovative).

The reception is organized to assist the 
patient in a rational and discreet way, 
including coordination with specialized 
sta�, with whom the customer can 
select, try and customize wheelchairs, 
walkers, stabilizers, strollers, electric 
powered thrusters, scooters, postural 
systems, accessories for autonomy and 
home automation, and sports aid.
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The sta� studies and researches, for the Patient and with the 
utmost respect of his opinions, the solution that adapts more 
to his needs, without neglecting the technical quality 
nor the aesthetics of the aid.
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A - MOBILITY AIDS SHOW-ROOM
B - PET THERAPY
C - WAREHOUSE
D - MOBILITY AID SECTOR ENTRANCE
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A - SERVICES AREA
B - SWITCHBOARD
C - EXECUTIVE OFFICE
D - ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
E - PATIENTS RELAXATION AREA
F - “SORRISIAMO” CLOWN ASSOCIATION

The Services
First Floor:  Services sector .
It Includes the administrative area, the 
O�ice for Quality Management, the O�ice 
for the management of the Corporate, IT 
department, the marketing and graphics 
area, electronic archiving, a library with 
several texts on the Ortho-Prosthetic sector 
and a Spacious meeting room and train-
ing sessions for Students.

To better meet the needs of collaborators 
and Assisted people a recreation area has 
been created for the Sta�. Also, a Relax 
Area for Patients, where they can enjoy a 
kitchenette and spend their time in a more 
comfortable way.

To cheer the youngest patients we work 
with The Clown Association  “Sorrisiamo”.
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The Training

Moreover in December 2015, with the 
intervention of important representatives 
of the world of Health, the Conference 
Room of the "Dea Fortuna Primigenia" 
(over 130 seats) was inaugurated. This is 
an area dedicated to the training of profes-
sionals through accredited events and 
continuos education for healthcare profes-
sional (ECM).

The relentless desire for growth and 
improvement pushes ITOP more and more 
to the study of forefront solutions and 
technologies, to the optimization of produc-
tion methods and phases, to the technical- 
scientific updating.

Since 1996 ITOP is the venue for the train-
ing of the CPO degree bachelor of “Tor 
Vergata” Rome University; Among the 
teachers there are several engineers and 
Technicians from ITOP.

The training of the student within the 
Company is aimed at giving a techni-
cal-practical base for the future profession, 
and allowing a starting experience in the 
working world. Simultaneously, while the 
normal productive activity is carried out, 
the know-how is transmitted and this 
allows to identify valid future collaborators, 
many of whom begin their activity in ITOP.

In the Spaces dedicated to training, there is 
a room for Technical-Didactic meetings 
where models of many orthopedic devices 
can be developed.
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A - MEETING ROOM
B - CONFERENCE ROOM“DEA FORTUNA PRIMIGENIA”
C -CLASSROOM
D - LIBRARY

A
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The Research
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ITOP is constantly engaged in research 
projects, some in the home stretch of 
arrival, others still in the beginning. ITOP 
owns numerous patents. Hereina�er a 
part of the projects that are being 
followed:

- PHOTO A: Gait Analysis Lab
- PHOTO B: Articulated System of active 

seat with electronic control (S.A.C.E.)
- PHOTO C: SEATING CLINIC
- PHOTO D:  Adaptive Prosthetic socket 

with             emulative Control
- PHOTO E: CAMO (CArbon Modular   

Orthosis)
- PHOTO F: Dynamic Orthosis for the 

treatment of idiopathic toe walking 
(A.DYN.O.)

- PHOTO G: PRE-MMP Ecological                      
Rehabilitation Platform

- SIVAM Project (wearable sensor                  
technology for motor evaluation)

-  Project HARMONY
- Project UNITY
- Evaluation Protocol for the choice of the 

AFO orthosis in diplegic subjects

Important Innovations in ITOP are: the Gait 
analysis Laboratory, where ITOP 
Engineers and technicians study the analy-
sis of the human movement, along with 
prestigious clinical and academic Realities 
and the gym for training in the use of 
Prostheses and Orthoses.

The "Research and Development" area 
has been enlarged and this is where our 
engineers collaborate with the most impor-
tant I.R.C.C.S., Universities, Research and 
Motor Rehabilitation Center, for the identifi-
cation of concrete innovations in the field of 
design, diagnostic and Rehabilitation, to 
foster a quicker social and working integra-
tion of Patients into society.
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A - GAIT ANALYSIS LAB
B - S.A.C.E
C - SEATING CLINIC
D - ADAPTIVE PROSTHESIS
E -  CAMO
F - A.DYN.O.
G - PRE-MMP FOOTBOARD
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Events
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Participates and organizes prevention 
campaigns for scoliotic diseases or spine  
traumas, in school and sport environments. 
Always committed to charity work ITOP 
participates in events and provides its 
contribution to associations that promote 
the integration and improvement of the 
quality of life (Derby of The Heart, matches 
of The National singers/actors) and contrib-
utes to the professional realization of 
disabled athletes and sports teams of 
young athletes.

ITOP participates actively in the CONTINU-
OUS EDUCATION (ECM) OF HEALTHCARE 
PROFESSIONALS, taking part in events of a 
technical-scientific nature through the 
presentation of reports by our professionals 
and/or setting up exhibition areas where 
the technological advances achieved are 
disclosed.

FRANCESCO 
MATTOGNO

CPO  ROBERTO
PELLEGRINI

CPO DANIELE 
ZENARDI

CPO  DANIELE
DE MALDÈ

ENG. EUGENIO
DI STANISLAO

ENG. CPO GUERRINO
ROSELLINI

ENG. LUCA
LUCIBELLO
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A - TUTTINVOLO / 2014
B - S.LUCIA BASKET / COPPA ITALIA 2015
C - NAZIONALE CANTANTI-ATTORI 
D - A. CHIARELLI / COPPA DI PUGLIA 2016
E - PARTITA CAMPIONI 
F - FABIO TOMASULO/ INVICTUSGAME ORLANDO 2016
G - FABRIZIO PASSETTI / SURF 2018
H - ANDREA PELLEGRINI / CAMPIONE OLIMPICO
J - “INSIEME OLTRE OGNI LIMITE”  
       OPENWEEKEND ITOP 2018



Services sector

Aid Mobility sector health sale sector 

Women power

Worhshop sector
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ITOP S.p.A. Group

“We research and develop tools 
for a better quality of life”.”
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* PRODUCTION LOCATION ** POINT OF SALE, *** SERVICE POINT

Prossima Apertura

FRASCATI (Rm)** 06.94282727

06.9531191

VELLETRI (Rm)** 06.9640865
NETTUNO (Rm)** 06.98849265

 

Via S.Francesco D'Assisi, 36/38  
Via B. Buozzi, 8/12
Via Sangallo, 14A            

COLLEFERRO (Rm)** 06.9780630
ANAGNI (Fr)**  0775.726326
CEPRANO (Fr)** 0775.912339

GAETA (Lt)**  

Via Cons. Latina, 37/39               
Via Onorato Capo, 43
Via Campidoglio ex 101 

Corso Italia, 51/53 0771.742127

CASTELLI ROMANI (Ariccia)** Via Nettunense, Km. 12.200 

ROMA Appia**     Via Mario Menghini, 105

ROMA Ostia Lido**  06.56032463
06.9278034

SUBIACO (Rm) *** 0774.83730

ROMA Monte Sacro**  

Corso Duca di Genova, 22/D   

Largo Martiri di Cicchetti, 2        

Via G. Prina, 26/32 06.87131631
06.95215565

ITOP SICILIA

IL POINT ITOP

PALERMO*  Via Malaspina, 57 091.6260114
VILLABATE (Pa) ** C.so V. Emanuele, 6 091.6141931
CATANIA *** Strada Cardillo , 9 Misterbianco

PALESTRINA* Via Prenestina Nuova, 307/A  

VERONA*
  

Viale dell’Industria, 13 045.580892

ROMA Tor Vergata* Via di Tor Vergata, 103
06.61697937PALIDORO (Rm)*** Via Aurelia, 3023


